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The domain of transcription regulation has been notoriously difficult to annotate in the Gene Ontology, partly
because of the intricacies of gene regulation which involve molecular interactions with DNA as well as amongst
protein complexes. The molecular function ‘transcription coregulator activity’ is a part of the biological process
‘regulation of transcription, DNA-templated’ that occurs in the cellular component ‘chromatin’. It can mecha
nistically link sequence-specific DNA-binding transcription factor (dbTF) regulatory DNA target sites to coac
tivator and corepressor target sites through the molecular function ‘cis-regulatory region sequence-specific DNA
binding’. Many questions arise about transcription coregulators (coTF). Here, we asked how many unannotated,
putative coregulators can be identified in protein complexes? Therefore, we mined the CORUM and hu.MAP
protein complex databases with known and strongly presumed human transcription coregulators. In addition, we
trawled the BioGRID and IntAct molecular interaction databases for interactors of the known 1457 human dbTFs
annotated by the GREEKC and GO consortia. This yielded 1093 putative transcription factor coregulator complex
subunits, of which 954 interact directly with a dbTF. This substantially expands the set of coTFs that could be
annotated to ‘transcription coregulator activity’ and sets the stage for renewed annotation and wet-lab research
efforts. To this end, we devised a prioritisation score based on existing GO annotations of already curated
transcription coregulators as well as interactome representation. Since all the proteins that we mined are parts of
protein complexes, we propose to concomitantly engage in annotation of the putative transcription coregulatorcontaining complexes in the Complex Portal database.

1. Introduction
In its simplest form, eukaryotic transcription initiation only requires
the general transcription machinery. This machinery consists of RNA
polymerase II and the general transcription initiation factors (GTFs)
TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIF and TFIIH [1,2]. These bind promoter
DNA sequences and promoter DNA-bound proteins and recruit the RNA
polymerase to form the transcription preinitiation complex (PIC) [3].
After formation of the PIC, transcription can be initiated by activation of
RNA polymerase. This is followed by promoter escape and transcription

elongation [4]. All this requires a multitude of nucleosome remodelling
factors, many of which have partially overlapping and redundant mo
lecular functions [5]. An overview of the functional distinctions between
proteins acting in transcription and transcription regulation is shown in
Fig. 1.
To express all the proteins required for morphological and functional
cellular differentiation of all of the human cell types, elaborate tran
scriptional regulation evolved, as demonstrated by the positive corre
lation between higher organismal complexity and transcription
regulation intricacy [6]. Gene-specific transcription regulation requires
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the regulatory machinery to recognize, and act at, specific DNA se
quences. Sequence-specific double stranded DNA-binding transcription
factors (dbTFs) are proteins that bind specific DNA sequences in regu
latory regions of genes such as promoters and enhancers to regulate gene
transcription. The paradigm for the mechanism of action of transcription
factors is to bind to a gene regulatory sequence and to consequently
regulate gene transcription by direct binding or via interactions with
coregulating proteins that stimulate or repress a step of transcription
regulation [7,8]. This latter step may be a result of interference with the
binding of an activating transcription factor by binding and thus
competing for the same regulatory DNA sequence or directly interfering
with the productive binding of a GTF at a promoter [9]. Thus, the
modularity of transcription factors and regulatory elements gives rise to
many different mechanisms of action, and it has rarely been possible to
study concomitant versus consecutive activities that potentially result in
a multitude of context- and cell type-specific transcription regulation
programs, that are ultimately idiosyncratic [10].
The dbTFs often need assistance from additional proteins to regulate
transcription. These are termed transcription coregulators (coTFs). One
mechanistic function of coTFs is to bridge the DNA-bound transcription
factor to the general transcription machinery. Mediator, a large complex
comprising 30 subunits in humans, is a well-known coTF that bridges
enhancer-bound transcription factors to the GTFs [11,12]. A second
important mechanism of action through which coTFs regulate tran
scription is by recruiting other coTFs or coregulating protein complexes
that modify chromatin structure [13,14]: chromosomal DNA is pack
aged into highly structured chromatin, with the DNA wrapped in nu
cleosomes which generally occludes the DNA for DNA-binding proteins
[15]. The accessibility of the DNA for transcription factors, GTFs and
other chromatin modifying complexes, and thereby the transcription of
specific genes, can be regulated by placement of specific modifications
such as mono-, di- and trimethylation or acetylation on different amino
acids of the histone tails [16,17]. Additionally, movement of

nucleosomes [18,19], exchange of histone variants [20], and methyl
ation of DNA itself can regulate transcription [21,22].
The Gene Ontology (GO) provides the most comprehensive knowl
edgebase on gene functions [23,24]. Gene products are annotated both
manually and computationally with terms describing their function.
Every GO term is sharply defined and falls into one of the three GO
aspects, namely, molecular function (MF), biological process (BP) or
cellular component (CC). The molecular function annotations describe
inherent activity of a gene product, such as enzymatic activities or
binding activities. The cellular component describes the location where
the gene product performs its molecular function(s). This can be a
cellular compartment but also a specific protein complex. Finally, the
biological process aspect describes the larger pathway in which the gene
product acts. Currently, GO has associated almost 1500 human proteins
with the dbTF (GO:0003700) and 500 with the coTF (GO:0003712)
molecular function terms or one of their descendants. But GO continu
ally adds annotations. Since the advent of full genome sequences, po
tential dbTFs have been found computationally by searching for proteins
with DNA-binding domains [25–27, Lovering et al., BBA this issue].
Biochemical assays are then required to demonstrate DNA motif-specific
binding in addition to consequent gene transcription regulation activity.
Finding potential coTFs needs a more elaborate approach. Here we
deploy a computational approach; we asked how many human coTFs
reside in protein complexes and accessorily also physically contact a
known dbTF. Our results should empower wet-lab approaches as well as
curation of currently known protein complexes that harbour coTFs. The
accessory links we find between coTFs and dbTFs that may punctually
recruit, activate or repress coTF activity at target genes form a basis to
link genomic transcription regulatory chromosomal DNA sequences to
the transcription regulatory proteins that act on them, and thus enable
mechanistic modelling of the signal transduction pathways that lead to
the process of transcriptional gene regulation. Since there appear to be
almost as many coTFs as dbTFs, a crucial step in such modelling will

Fig. 1. Overview of the processes of transcription and its regulation. Firstly, there are the genomic address-recognising dbTFs that provide the system with genespecificity by virtue of sequence-specific DNA binding. Secondly, there are the coTFs that modify chromatin structure or bridge the transcription factors to the
general machinery. Finally, there are the general machinery proteins whose activities are required for transcription of all protein-coding genes by RNA polymerase II.
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involve ascribing GO molecular functions to protein complexes, to
enable subjugation of subunit functions [Cortés et al., BBA this issue].
We therefore propose to concomitantly engage in annotation of the
putative transcription coregulator-containing complexes in the Complex
Portal [28], since it already hosts many canonical transcription regula
tory protein complexes and their annotations.

[Lovering et al., BBA this issue]. Those coTFs were included in bait set 3
(see below).
Set 2 encompasses bait set 1 plus four independently compiled lists of
presumed coTFs. Firstly, 316 coTFs curated by the Nuclear Receptor
Signaling Atlas (NURSA) [29,30]. Secondly, a positive control set (PCS),
resulting from in-house curation of the deeply conserved eukaryotic
general transcription factors reviewed by [31] as well as a set of tran
scription regulator complexes studied at the molecular biology depart
ment of the Radboud University in the course of the last two decades,
comprising 391 proteins from 68 complexes. The 27 dbTFs in the PCS
were left out. Third and fourth, 2 sets of manually identified chromatin
remodelling enzymes from the UniProt knowledgebase: 134 enzymes
known to covalently modify histones or DNA and a list of 22 SNF2-type
ATPases that remodel nucleosomes. Due to the overlap amongst these
in-house lists as well as with bait set 1, bait set 2 adds up to 893 proteins
(see Fig. 3).
Bait set 3 counts 2341 proteins and consists of bait set 2 plus the 1457
human dbTFs annotated to GO:0003700 ‘DNA-binding transcription
factor activity’ and descendant terms, as recently defined by the GO
consortium in collaboration with GREEKC members [Gaudet et al. - BBA
this issue].

2. Material and methods
2.1. Code and data source versions
All code is accessible in GitHub repository https://github.
com/nvelthuijs/cofactormining. Our algorithms were written using
Python 3.6.5 through Jupyter Notebook. A flow chart of the cybernetic
screens we performed is shown on Fig. 2. For all GO annotations and the
Complex Portal, the most current version as available on 2020-11-01
was used. For all other sources the most current version as available
on 2020-04-03 was used.
2.2. Sequential expansion of three bait lists
To mine the data sources for putative coTFs (preys), three succes
sively expanded bait sets were compiled (Fig. 2A). Set 1 are the known
coTFs, consisting of 419 human proteins associated with the
GO:0003712 ‘transcription coregulator activity’ annotation by the Gene
Ontology Consortium. This included the descendant GO molecular
function terms GO:0003713 ‘transcription coactivator activity’ and
GO:0003714 ‘transcription corepressor activity’. Twenty-one coTFs
were excluded from bait set 1 because they are also annotated as dbTFs

2.3. dbTF interacting protein resources
Two comprehensive resources of macromolecular complexes were
mined for complexes that contain at least one of the 2341 proteins from
the complete baits set: the Human Protein Complex Map (hu.MAP,
http://proteincomplexes.org/) [32] and the Comprehensive resource of
mammalian protein complexes (CORUM, mips.helmholtz-muenchen.

Fig. 2. Workflow for selection of putative coTFs. Numbers below each box show the number of proteins that resulted from that step for each of the three -nested- bait
sets we used.
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and biological process, respectively (SupTab2). A weight between 0.5 and
1 was calculated for each of these selected GO terms based on the
fraction of proteins co-annotated to ‘GO:0003712 transcription cor
egulator activity’ and the selected GO term. A selected term that is
associated with all known transcription coregulators that are associated
with ‘GO:0003712 transcription coregulator activity’, or a descendant
term, has a weight of 1, while a selected term that is not associated with
any of the known transcription coregulators in GO has a weight of 0.5.
This lower limit of 0.5 per term was set because some terms, for example
the protein complex ‘GO:0140091, mBAF complex’, are very specific
and therefore not used very often, resulting in a weight close to zero 0 if
no lower limit were imposed, even though such terms strongly point to a
transcription coregulator function, warranting a higher weight. A GO
score was then calculated within each aspect (BP, MF and CC), by
summing the weight of the five highest weighted terms, or all terms if a
protein had less than five selected annotations in that GO aspect. If a
protein did not have any of the selected terms annotated in an aspect, a
penalty score of − 1 was given for every not-selected annotation in that
aspect, down to a maximum penalty of − 5 per aspect. For each protein
the penalties and scores from the three aspects were then added up,
resulting in a final GO score with a theoretical range of − 15 to +15. A
score of − 15 would mean that a protein has no selected transcription
regulation-related terms associated with it in any of the GO-aspects CC,
MF and BP, but that it does have at least five other annotations in each
aspect. A score above 10 would mean that a protein has multiple highly
weighted terms annotated in each of the three GO-aspects. The GOscoring procedure is schematically rendered in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. Venn diagram for (i) the 419 known coTFs annotated by the Gene
Ontology Consortium to GO:0003712 or a descendant MF term, (ii) 288 nuclear
receptor coTFs from the NURSA database and (iii) 364 proteins residing in 68
‘in house’ positive control complexes (PCS). Note the substantial overlap be
tween these known and presumed coTF lists that make-up bait set 2.

de/corum/) [33]. Both resources contain about 5000 complexes. For
simplicity, we applied the matrix expansion model assuming that all
subunits in a complex interact with each other simultaneously.
Furthermore, two molecular interaction databases that supply molecu
lar protein-protein interactions, BioGRID [34] (https://thebiogrid.org/)
and IntAct [35] (www.ebi.ac.uk/intact), were mined for protein-protein
interactions with the 1457 human dbTFs listed in the GO catalogue
[Lovering et al., BBA this issue].

2.6. Mining score
The mining score is a score between 0 and 5 that counts in how many
of the starting data sources (bait proteins, hu.MAP, CORUM, IntAct and
BioGRID) each protein was found as a potential transcription regulator.
Because we wished to prioritize coTFs, the mining point for being a bait
protein was only awarded for being a bait protein in bait sets 1 and 2.
The mining score therefore reflects that a known, presumed or putative
coTF protein resides in a complex or interacts with known coTFs or
dbTFs.

2.4. Mining the data sources
First, all proteins in complexes with bait proteins according to hu.
MAP or CORUM were extracted from these sources (Fig. 2E). All proteins
that were found in both sources were directly added to the final list of
prey, (Fig. 2H, K). Second, all proteins in an interaction with a dbTF
were extracted from BioGRID and IntAct (Fig. 2F). To retain an inter
action detected in BioGRID we required that a protein-protein interac
tion be supported by two literature references. For IntAct we used a MISCORE threshold of 0.4, equivalent to evidence being recorded from two
publications or from strong and validated evidence, using generally
more than one experimental methodology, from one paper [36].
Thirdly, proteins that were found only in hu.MAP or CORUM (Fig. 2G)
but for which there is additional protein-protein interaction evidence
with a dbTF in either BioGRID or IntAct were added to the prey list
(Fig. 2I). Fourth, any bait protein that did not make the final list through
the above approaches was added to the prey list (Fig. 2J). The final list
can be divided into a number of subsets: ‘newly found coTFs’ are all
preys on the final list not already present as baits; ‘putative coTFs’ are all
proteins on the final list not already annotated with dbTF or coTF GO
terms (SupTab1). The latter set is larger than the newly found proteins,
as it includes bait proteins from bait set 2 that are not (yet) annotated as
a dbTF or coTF in the Gene Ontology.

2.7. Prioritisation score
To come to a final score, the GO score was first divided by 3 to make
it fall within the range [− 5, 5] to make it comparable to the mining score
[0, 5]. Then the GO and mining scores were added to come to a final
score with the theoretical range [− 5, 10]. The complete scoring system
is schematically outlined in Fig. 5.
2.8. Blacklist filter
Because some bait proteins have functions other than being coTFs
the list of preys includes proteins from complexes that are known not to
be coTFs, in particular the three largest protein complexes present inside
the nucleus, the spliceosome, the pre-ribosome and proteasome. To
allow for optional exclusion of these proteins during analysis, proteins
annotated with GO terms Cellular Component ribosome (GO:0005840,
GO:0022625, GO:0005762, GO:0022627, GO:0005763, GO:0015935,
GO:0005761, GO:0015934, GO:0030687), spliceosome (GO:0071013,
GO:0005681, GO:0071011, GO:0005689, GO:0071004) or proteasome
(GO:0000502) as well as the biological process GO:0000398 (mRNA
splicing, via spliceosome) were marked so as to permit blacklisting for
prioritisation analyses (SupTab1).

2.5. GO score
To evaluate the current annotations of the putative coTFs, all GO
annotations from the 440 human proteins that are annotated to
GO:0003712 ‘transcription coregulator activity’ were extracted. Only
GO terms, as well as all their child terms, that indicate either involve
ment in the biochemistry of transcription or its regulation as we know it
to take place in vivo were included in further analyses.
The final selection was a set of 478 GO terms, consisting of 89, 108
and 276 terms in the GO aspects cellular component, molecular function

3. A cybernetic screen for putative coTF complex subunits
The hu.MAP resource is the result of high-level computational inte
gration of over 9000 mass-spectrometry experiments, generating over
4
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4000 human protein complexes [32]. CORUM is a manually curated
database that also contains more than 4000 mammalian protein com
plexes [33]. To discover putative coTF complex subunits, we mined the
hu.MAP and CORUM human protein complex databases with three sets
of ‘bait’ proteins, successively adding known and presumed coTFs and
finally including all the known dbTFs as baits. In parallel we mined the
molecular interaction databases BioGRID and IntAct for interaction
partners of the known 1457 dbTFs (Fig. 2F). When a protein was
discovered in both hu.MAP and CORUM, it was automatically included
in the final list of putative coTFs. When it was only present in one of the
two resources, we included it if it also interacted directly with one of the
known dbTFs [Lovering et al. BBAGRM-D-20-00141 this issue] in the
BioGRID or IntAct databases (Fig. 2H). This assumes that any protein
that forms a stable complex with a known coTF, or that interacts directly
with a dbTF, is likely to be a coTF. The results of the three successive
screens performed with the successively expanded bait sets are quanti
fied on Fig. 2 panels E–K.

However, they may not all deserve annotation as a coTF. One reason for
this may be due to the three largest protein complexes present in the
nucleus, namely, the spliceosome, the pre-ribosome and the proteasome.
These complexes are not only large, they are also very abundant, and
therefore their subunits routinely ‘contaminate’ mass-spectrometry ex
periments conducted on nuclear protein extracts. Furthermore, because,
by our matrix expansion strategy, a single subunit can bait all the sub
units of a protein complex, these large nuclear complexes are easily
retrieved. Discarding bait proteins that are known parts of these com
plexes might be one way of avoiding mining these complexes. However,
this would arbitrarily discard moonlighting proteins, involved in both
transcription regulation and splicing, translation or protein degradation,
of which examples are known [37–40]. Instead, we applied ‘post-hoc’
blacklist filters based on 15 spliceosome, ribosome or proteasome
cellular component terms and the biological process term ‘mRNA splicing,
via spliceosome’ (see Section 2.8). This blacklisted 293 proteins recov
ered with bait set 1 and 407 when bait set 2 was used. None of the
additional 166 putative coTF proteins recovered when bait set 3 was
expanded with 1457 dbTFs were blacklisted (SupTab1).

3.1. Recovery of CORUM and hu.MAP coTF complexes
We set to produce a list of putative coTFs, under the assumption that
all the subunits of a protein complex harbouring a known [23] or pre
sumed [30,31] coTF are putative coTFs. Bait set 1 yielded 2345 proteins
from either hu.MAP or CORUM, including the 419 known coTF bait
proteins annotated as such in the Gene Ontology. Bait set 2 recovered an
additional 1073 proteins. Bait set 3 included all the human dbTFs
curated by GO and yielded only 166 additional proteins (Fig. 2E).
However, when used by themselves, the 1457 GO dbTFs recovered 1942
proteins from hu.MAP and/or CORUM (not shown). This suggests that
bait set 3 is close to saturation for potential coTF interactors, which is
also consistent with the 49% overlap between the 419 GO coTF with
either the NURSA coTFs or the PCS complex subunits (Fig. 3).
The most stringent case, where proteins must be present in both the
manually curated CORUM database and the machine-built hu.MAP
database, yielded 667, 1096 and 1183 putative coTFs, for the three bait
sets, respectively (Fig. 2H). Of those, 480, 717 and 795 were also found
as interaction partners of dbTFs in the BioGRID and IntAct databases
(comparing Fig. 2H and F). For comparison, the three bait sets them
selves include 285, 576 and 1275 proteins that interact directly with a
dbTF in BioGRID and/or IntAct, including 704 dbTFs that interact in a
binary fashion with a second dbTF.

3.4. List of putative coTFs for targeted annotation
Of the final list of 3803 proteins resulting from the screening of
complexes and molecular interactions for putative coTFs, 893 are known
or presumed coTFs that we used as baits and 1457 are dbTFs (Fig. 2A).
As there were seven known dbTFs in the NURSA bait set and two in the
remodelling enzymes set, this leaves 1462 (3803-893-1457+9) putative
coTF proteins. Of these, 369 are on the blacklist, resulting in a grand
total of 1093 putative coTFs that are neither splicing factors nor ribo
some or proteasome subunits. Of these 1093 proteins, 868 reside in at
least one selected putative coTF protein complex in hu.MAP and 558 in a
CORUM complex, indicating that both complex databases contributed
uniquely to our mining output. Notably, only 139 of these 1093 putative
coTFs do not interact with one of the 1457 dbTFs in the BioGRID and
IntAct databases. Our approach has thus identified 1093 as yet unan
notated - putative - human coTFs protein complex subunits (SupTab1).
3.5. The coverage of putative coTFs in the Complex Portal, CORUM and
hu.MAP databases
As discussed above, some of the putative coTFs may be false positive
hits recovered from large-scale experiments rather than validated
functional screens. We therefore assessed their likelihood of being true
coTFs by checking their membership in a third party of well annotated
complexes, namely those harboured by the Complex Portal at EBI. The
Complex Portal is emerging as the authoritative database for macro
molecular complexes. It is a manually curated, encyclopaedic resource
of macromolecular complexes from a range of model organisms [28].
In order to assess both the comprehensiveness and the quality of the
Complex Portal, for every protein on the final list resulting from bait set
3, it was determined whether it is also recovered from the Complex
Portal by mining it with the same bait proteins. For 587 proteins this is
the case. The majority of these had been mined from both hu.MAP and
CORUM (Fig. 4A). Additionally, when for every unique combination of
‘bait protein – prey protein’ that occurs on the final list we check in
which sources this combination was found, the combinations found in
the Complex Portal largely overlap with those found in hu.MAP and
CORUM (Fig. 4B). Altogether these results show that the Complex Portal
currently includes fewer complexes than other sources, but that those
complexes are reliable, as they are included in both CORUM and hu.
MAP. Indeed, 98% of the putative coTFs found in Complex Portal are
also in CORUM and hu.MAP, while 90% of our bait-prey interactions
that were found in the Complex Portal are also found in at least one other
complex resource with most found in both. On the other hand, 1348
putative coTFs are not found in Complex Portal (Fig. 4A). However, the
fact that the overlap of bait-prey interaction pairs is smaller than that for

3.2. Inclusion of putative coTFs by mining the BioGRID and IntAct
databases
When successively applying our three increasingly larger bait sets,
up to 1183 proteins were recovered in both hu.MAP and CORUM
(Fig. 2H) and are thus considered for manual annotation to transcription
coregulator activity GO terms by virtue of residing in a complex that
harbours known or presumed coTFs. On the other hand, 1678, 2322 and
2749 proteins were only detected in one of the two protein complex
resources (Fig. 2G). Since BioGRID and IntAct contain a total of 5205
human proteins that interact with a known dbTF according to the se
lection criteria outlined in the Material and Methods (see Section 2.4),
we elected to ‘rescue’ the proteins present in only the CORUM or the hu.
MAP database if they also interact with any one of the 1457 known
dbTFs according to BioGRID or IntAct (compare Fig. 2G and F). This
yielded an extra 818, 1000 and 1248 proteins, respectively (Fig. 2I). We
propose to add these to the putative coTF list for future dedicated
annotation to transcription coactivator or corepressor molecular activity
GO terms.
3.3. Blacklisting of spliceosome, ribosome and proteasome subunits
We identified 1927 ‘prey’ proteins that are neither annotated as dbTF
nor as coTF in the Gene Ontology. We denote these putative coTFs.
5
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Fig. 4. A. Number of proteins and B. number of bait-prey combinations obtained with bait set 3 that are found in hu.MAP, CORUM and the Complex Portal. C. and D.
As A. and B., but upon omission of blacklisted spliceosomal, ribosomal and proteasomal proteins. E. Overlap of the number of all possible intra-complex coTF in
teractions in the manually curated CORUM and Complex Portal databases and the ‘in-house’ positive control complex set (PCS).

proteins (Fig. 4B, D), suggests that in some cases the shared proteins are
found in different complexes in the three resources.
Removal of the 407 blacklisted proteins (Fig. 4D, see Section 3.3)
from the input reduced the number of protein-protein interactions
commensurably (Fig. 4E). The number of interactions not covered by the
Complex Portal, but covered by both hu.MAP and CORUM, was reduced
from 2291 to 1504, leaving 529 putative coTFs (Fig. 4C) as being of
particular interest for further curation by virtue of not yet being repre
sented in the Complex Portal. Moreover, the Complex Portal complexes
already harbour 415 putative coTFs. This provides two distinct starting
points for coTF curation reviews.
Finally, and to our satisfaction, the Complex Portal already harbours
51% of our in-house positive control complex set interactions and for
CORUM this is 69% (Fig. 4E). This provides a third in-road for an
annotation review of putative coTF proteins that are present in canon
ical transcription coTF complexes.

3.6. Devising prioritisation scoring systems
The list of 3803 known and putative human transcription regulators
might contain a substantial number of false positive hits because all
sources, except CORUM, contain experimental evidence from highthroughput experiments that potentially include artefactual in
teractions. To enable prioritisation of proteins for manual curation, a
scoring system was developed. This score is built-up from a mining score
and a GO score. An overview of the scoring strategy is shown in Fig. 5.
The mining score is a score between 0 and 5 that counts in how many
of the starting data sources (bait proteins, hu.MAP, CORUM, IntAct and
BioGRID) each potential transcription regulator protein was found
(Fig. 5, see Section 2.6). The GO score is the sum of a positive score that
reflects existing GO aspect (BP, MF or CC) annotations to terms consis
tent with a role in transcription regulation and, failing this, of GO aspect
penalty scores for proteins that are well-annotated with GO terms but
6
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Fig. 5. A. Overview of the scoring system applied to score the likeliness of each protein being a coTF. B. Formula used to assign a weight to each selected GO term
based on the fraction of known GO coTF proteins associated with that term; nannotated coregulators is the number of coregulators annotated with a specific GO term;
ntotal coregulators represents the total number of proteins annotated as having ‘transcription coregulator activity’ (GO:0003712 and descendant terms).

not to terms that indicate a potential role in gene transcription. In this
system, proteins that do not have any, or hardly any annotations, will get
neither a high nor a low GO score, thereby circumventing biases caused
by intense research and annotation efforts of certain proteins. To obtain
a global score, the GO score was first divided by 3 to make it fall within
the range − 5 to +5, which is comparable to the mining score's range (0
to 5). Adding the GO and mining scores provides a final score with the
theoretical range of − 5 to 10 (Fig. 5, see Section 2.7).
To get an impression of the distribution of the GO scores, mining
scores, and final scores, the scores were computed for a number of
subsets (Fig. 6). Proteins on the bait lists generally scored higher than
newly found, and putative coTFs. The very broad range of the scores,
however, shows that in all sets there is a substantial number of preys
with high scores that may represent ‘low-hanging fruits’ for annotation
as coTFs (Fig. 6A, SupTab1).
In order to see how well the GO scores and mining scores agree, the
distribution of GO scores was plotted separately for each possible mining
score (Fig. 6B). This shows that higher mining scores generally corre
spond with higher GO scores. However, this does not hold true for
mining scores of 0 and 1 because proteins with a mining score of 0 are
known dbTFs and those with a mining score of 1 are proteins that made
the list only for being a bait protein. Hence, these are proteins that are
already known to have some kind of function in transcription regulation
and will therefore have a higher GO score. To examine this correlation
further, it was repeated for different subsets of the list. Fig. 6C shows
that the GO scores and the mining scores correlate well for putative
coTFs. As expected, the GO scores of known transcription factors and
their coregulators are higher and only increase marginally as a function
of the mining score. We therefore suggest that interested researchers
focus on putative coTFs with either high mining scores, for which

protein complexes are established in the literature, or high GO aspect
scores, for which much literature-based functional annotation has
already been performed (Fig. 6C). This indicates that the usefulness of
one or the other partial score for coTF annotation is most powerful when
considering also the other partial score.
Finally, we analysed the respective contributions of the five data
sources (baits, CORUM, hu.MAP, BioGRID, IntAct). The GO scores were
plotted for mining scores of 3 and 4, by grouping them by data source
(Fig. 7). Proteins that are not on one of the bait lists generally have lower
GO scores. This is not necessarily because they are not involved in
transcription regulation, but may be because they are not yet docu
mented as such. Proteins that are not found in the machine-generated
hu.MAP complexes generally have higher GO scores which may be
related to the propensity of a higher proportion of false positive preys in
this data set. Proteins that are not baits and that are not found in hu.MAP
complexes show the widest distribution of scores. As BioGRID, IntAct
and CORUM are all manually and independently curated this demon
strates the power and value of manual curation.
4. Discussion
It has been estimated that 30 to 50% of all the proteins in a simple
eukaryotic cell such as the unicellular budding yeast model organism
form stable complexes [41]. Furthermore, some of the complexes
involved in eukaryotic transcription are assembled by specific chaper
onin subunits such as Bud27 and its human paralog URI1 [42–44]. The
ability to copurify through multiple chromatographic steps is an
imperfect but rather extended biochemical standard to call a set of
proteins the subunits of any particular protein complex [41,45,46], even
though these associations are often incomplete, spurious or might
7
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Fig. 6. A. Distributions of final scores, GO scores and mining scores given subsets of proteins on the final list made using bait set 3. B. Distributions of GO scores given
to proteins on the final list made using bait set 3 for each possible mining score. C. Distributions of GO scores given to subsets of proteins on the final list made using
bait set 3 for each possible mining score.

represent a mix of different complexes. A second standard to define the
subunits of a protein complex involves genetic epistasis of their loss of
function alleles, which strongly, but not perfectly, correlates with
complex participant co-occurrence [47,48]. Furthermore, to date, it
remains unclear to what extent the rather large protein complexes
involved in modulating transcription are themselves remodelled as they
perform their function in vivo, even though post-translational modifi
cation patterns probably indicate meta-labile conformations. Nuclear
proteins and protein complexes transiently bump into each other and
associate with DNA in the nucleoplasm, possibly in phase-separated
liquid nanodroplets [49–52]. When such binding events are specific
and last long enough, this may have functional consequences, such as
the modulation of gene transcription.
The difference between transient protein-protein interactions and
stable interactions as the basis of complexes played an important role in
our approach. Short-lived interactions may direct complex assembly,
complex chaperoning or recruitment and activation of coTF complexes
by dbTFs. However, there are also examples in the literature, where
dbTFs are integral parts of stable coTF complexes [53–56]. In this light,

the large number of interactions found in CORUM but not in hu.MAP
could indicate the manual curation of transient interactions that are
derived from multiple types of evidence which are not reflected by the
programmatically-inferred hu.MAP set of protein complexes which are
only based on affinity purification and cofractionation experiments. The
nature of interactions is also relevant in the context of the observation
that the dbTFs baits yielded relatively few extra proteins in CORUM
and/or hu.MAP when compared to bait set 2, which consists of known
and strongly presumed coTFs. Considering this, it might be interesting to
take a closer look at the remaining dbTF interactors in IntAct and Bio
GRID, which could add transient dbTF interactors to the list. However,
as transcription factors are often endpoints of signaling pathways, that
approach might also yield ‘upstream regulators’ of dbTFs rather than the
coTFs that act in conjunction with the DNA-bound dbTFs at enhancers
and/or gene promoters in order to influence gene-specific transcription
levels.
In this study we compiled lists of human proteins known or suspected
to be involved in transcription regulation by virtue of their physical
association with a known transcription regulator. The final list includes
8
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manual annotation. An even larger list of putative coTFs could be
created if we relaxed the rule that an interactor of a dbTF in BioGRID or
IntAct must be present in a hu.MAP or CORUM protein complex. Even
though this would greatly expand the potential coTF set (Fig. 2F), the
scoring system we present might be able to deal with those. All the
proteins that interact with a dbTF could then be thoroughly analysed.
Altogether, we conclude that GO does not yet comprehensively cover
the molecular function annotation of human coTFs. Our lists and pri
oritisation scores should therefore be useful for upcoming coTF anno
tation efforts. Since the putative coTFs we identified reside in protein
complexes, we propose to concomitantly annotate coTF protein com
plexes in the Complex portal [28]. Moreover, we call on the research
community members who devise computational and experimental ap
proaches that provide data on known, presumed and putative coTFs, to
approach GO through the help desk to indicate relevant publications and
data sets that could be used for functional curation [Cortés et al., BBA
this issue] of dbTFs, coTFs and the complexes they reside in.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.bbagrm.2021.194749.
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